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Radicalist Simplifies Personalized Job Applications With Revolutionary
New Tools
Harnessing the power of cutting-edge technology to redefine the recruitment space
Mumbai, India (May 25, 2019)— The job application and recruitment ecosystem has a number
of major players but they’ve hardly succeeded in helping job seekers get a step closer to their
dream careers. There are several flaws in the current models that monetize the fundamental
human requirement to get access to opportunities that can improve the quality of life. The extant
job portals extract exorbitant prices from those looking out for new opportunities. This only serves
to make the situation worse, skewing the entire job space which otherwise abounds in
opportunities.
Radicalist is a new platform that’s much more than the traditional job portal. There are zero fees
associated with the use of the platform for job seekers and the team aims to keep it that way for
all times to come. The team behind Radicalist has been closely observing the job space for
decades now, having noticed how recruiters shell out a fortune to reach the right talent.
Radicalist facilitates those looking out for opportunities by helping them make their job
applications as personalized and professional as possible. Taraka Pavan Kumar Alluri, the CoFounder and Chief Engineer at Radicalist Labs Pvt. Ltd. said that the key to the power of the
platform is its many features. The platform, for instance, features a unique resume builder tool
that helps applicants create a professional resume using a large database of pre-existing designs
to suit the needs at hand. There’s even a smart job search built right into the platform. In the
words of Pavan, “Radicalist uses Artificial Intelligence algorithms to find the best job matches for
the candidates based on their unique skill sets and experience”. This smart job search is not the
only feature that makes Radicalist stand out for the other job portals, however.
Taking a step further, Radicalist also makes the job application process seamless by computing
relevance scores for every suggested job. This allows applicants to know how relevant the
opportunity is for them at that point in time. The platform further introduces a ‘Quick Match’ feature
which suggests the right skills and keywords candidates should be placing in their resumes to
increase their chances of finding their dream jobs. There’s a swipe feature too for applicants to
browse job opportunities on the go using their mobile device.

“Radicalist isn’t just another job portal, as one quickly realizes after using it for a few seconds,”
says Pavan. “It’s a complete suite of powerful applications and tools that facilitate job discovery,
making applications effortless and impactful,” he adds.
One of the biggest value propositions of the platform is the availability of diverse features, all at
zero charges. It’s a new dawn with Radicalist; one, that opens opportunities for a brighter
tomorrow.

Radicalist is the brainchild of Taraka Pavan Varma Alluri & Vinay Sakariya, Founding members
of Radicalist Labs Pvt. Ltd. Pavan himself hails with years of experience in the AI and Machine
Learning space. Vinay comes with a decade of experience in Business Operations.
For more information about Radicalist and its distinctive features, please visit the official website:
www.radicalist.io or follow the company on their social media channels: Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter.
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